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Abstract

The local threshold (piecewise) testability problem for semigroup is, given a semigroup,

to decide, if the semigroup is locally threshold (piecewise) testable or not.

We present a polynomial time algorithms of order O(n3) for the local threshold testability

problem and of order O(n2) for the piecewise testability problem. These algorithms and some

other have been implemented as C++ package.

New form of necessary and su�cient conditions of local testability is described. The

precise upper bound on the order of local testability is indicated.

We give a positive answer on the following problem of Almeida "Is the semigroup pseu-

dovariety x2 = 0 = xyxzx; xy1:::ykxyk:::y1 = 0(k > 1) decidable in polynomial time?
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Introduction

Piecewise testable [8] and locally testable ([7], [3]) languages with generalizationsare most known

subclasses of star-free languages. Both these classes de�ne two important directions in inves-

tigations of these languages and corresponding semigroups. The local threshold testability [2]
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generalizes the concept of local testability. The local testability can be considered as a special

case of local l-threshold testability for l = 1.

There are polynomial time algorithms for the local testability problem of order O(n2) for

�nite automata [4] and for �nite semigroups [11]. Polynomial time algorithms for the local

threshold [13] and piecewise [9] testability problems for �nite automata of order O(n5) are

known too. The last algorithm was modi�ed [14] and his order was reduced to O(n2).

We present an algorithm for the local threshold testability problem for semigroups. In

spite of the fact that we must verify a quasiidentity in �ve variables, the time complexity of

the algorithm is O(n3). An algorithm of order O(n2) for the piecewise testability problem for

semigroups will be presented as well.

Both algorithms are implemented in the package of scienti�c programs TESTAS written in

C++. The input of the semigroup programs is a Cayley graph of the semigroup (the table of type:

elements on generators) presented as text �le. The maximal size of semigroups we consider on

standard personal computer was some thousands elements with the number of generators about

a half. For creation semigroups of great size, we use a program of �nding direct product of

semigroups presented by their Cayley graph.

We study necessary and su�cient conditions of local testability for semigroup and add fresh

wording of these conditions. The identities of k-testable semigroup [10] are used here.

The set of locally threshold testable semigroups forms a quasivariety of semigroups and we

present a basis of quasiidentities of the quasivariety.

It will be proved that the precise upper bound on the order of local testability for n-element

semigroup is equal to n. Let us notice that the precise upper bound on the order of local

testability for for the state transition graph � of deterministic �nite automaton wit m nodes is

eqial to 0:5(m2 �m) + 1 [12].

Some problems in �nite semigroups playing a noticeable role in the study of recognizable

languages arise in monograph of Almeida [1]. We give a positive answer on the problem 5 from

this book.
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Notation and de�nitions

Let � be an alphabet and let F = �+ denote the free semigroup on �.

If w 2 F , let jwj denote the length of w.

Let hk(w) [tk(w)] denote the pre�x [su�x] of w of length k or w if jwj < k.

Let Fk;j(w) denote the set of factors of w of length k with at least j occurrences.

A semigroup S is called l-threshold k-testable if there is an alphabet � [and a surjective

morphism � : �+ ! S] such that for all u, v 2 �+, if hk�1(u) = hk�1(v), tk�1(u) = tk�1(v) and

Fk;j(u) = Fk;j(v) for all j � l, then u� = v�.

A semigroup S is locally threshold testable if it is l-threshold k-testable for some k and

l. S is called locally testable if l = 1.

The semigroup S is piecewise testable if and only if the ideals generated by distinct

elements are distinct [8].

A semigroup without non-trivial subgroups is called aperiodic.

Let � be a binary relation on semigroup S such that for a; b 2 S a�b i� for some idempotent

e 2 S ae = be.

Let � be a binary relation on S such that for a; b 2 S a�b i� for some idempotent e 2 S

ea = eb.

The unary operation x! assigns to every element x of a �nite semigroup S the unique

idempotent from the subsemigroup generated by x.

Pseudovariety of �nite semigroups is a set of �nite semigroups closed under �nitary direct

products, homomorphic images and subsemigroups.

Quasivariety of semigroups is a set of semigroups closed under direct products and subsemi-

groups.
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1 Local testability

The best known description of necessary and su�cient conditions of local testability was found

independently by Brzozowski and Simon [3], McNaughton [6] and Zalcstein [15]:

�nite semigroup S is locally testable i� its subsemigroup eSe is commutative and idempotent

for any idempotent e 2 S.

We give here extended form and new wording of necessary and su�cient conditions of local

testability of semigroup.

Theorem 1.1 For �nite semigroup S, the following four conditions are equivalent:

1) S is locally testable.

2)eSe is 1-testable for every idempotent e 2 S (eSe is commutative and idempotent).

3) Se [eS] is 2-testable for every idempotent e 2 S.

4) SeS is 2-testable for every idempotent e 2 S.

Proof. Equivalency of 1) and 2) is proved in [15].

3) ! 2). Se satis�es identities of 2-testability: xyx = xyxyx; x2 = x3; xyxzx = xzxyx [10],

whence esee = eseesee and eseetee = eteesee for any idempotent e 2 S and for any s; t 2 S.

Therefore eSe is commutative and idempotent.

2) ! 4) Identities of 1-testability in eSe may be presented in the following form

exe=exexe, exeye=eyexe

for arbitrary x; y 2 S. Therefore for any u; v; w divided by e we have

uu=uuu, uvu=uvuvu, uvuwu=uwuvu

So identities of 2-testability are valid in SeS.

Theorem 1.2 The precise upper bound on the order of local testability for a locally testable

�nite semigroup S is equal to jSj.

Proof. Every locally testable n-element semigroup is (n�1)-nilpotent extension of 2-testable

semigroup [10]. Therefore n is an upper bound on the order of local testability. This upper
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bound is reached in cyclic semigroup without non-trivial subgroups because in such n-element

semigroup identities of n-testability [10] are valid and the identities of (n�1)-testability are not

valid.

2 Background of algorithms

We can formulate the result of Beauquier and Pin [2] in the following form:

Theorem 2.1 [2] A language L is locally threshold testable if and only if the syntactic semi-

group S of L is aperiodic and for any two idempotents e, f and elements a, u, b of S we have

eafuebf=ebfueaf

Syntactic semigroups of �nite automata are �nite. Therefore we have

Corollary 2.2 The set of locally threshold testable semigroups forms the set of �nite semigroups

from a quasivariety de�ned by quasiidentities

x2 = x; y2 = y ! xuyvxty = xtyvxuy

xnxm = xn ! xnx = xn (n, m 2 N)

.

Lemma 2.3 . Elements s; t from S belong to some subsemigroup A such that A = eSf for

some idempotents e and f if and only if s�t and s�t.

The proof follows from the de�nitions of � and �.

Theorem 2.4 A language L is locally threshold testable if and only if the syntactic semigroup

S of L is aperiodic and for any three elements s, u, t of S such that s�t and s�t we have

sut=tus

The proof follows from theorem 2:1 and lemma 2:3.

The following result is due to Simon [8]:
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Theorem 2.5 [8] Finite semigroup S is piecewise testable i� S is aperiodic and for any two

elements x, y 2 S holds

(xy)!x = y(xy)! = (xy)!

Obvious is the following

Lemma 2.6 A �nite semigroup S is aperiodic if and only if for any s 2 S there exists an

integer k such that sk = sk+1. For such k, we have s! = sk = sk+1.

3 Algorithms

Let s; si be elements of semigroup S, n = jSj.

Local threshold testability. The algorithm is based on the theorem 2:4.

� For any s 2 S let us �nd s!. We consider the sequence s, s2, ..., si,...sn and verify the

condition si = si+1. If the condition is not valid for some s and all i � n then the

semigroup S is not locally threshold testable.

� Let us form a binary square table L [R] of the size n in the following way:

For any i; j � n suppose Li;j = 1 [ Ri;j = 1] if there exists an idempotent 2 S such that

esi = esj [ sie = sje]. In opposite case Li;j = 0 [ Ri;j = 0]. The table L presents the

binary relation � on S and the table R - �. Both these considered steps have order O(n3).

Let us �nd the intersection � \ � and form a corresponding binary square table.

� For any triple si; sj ; sk 2 S where si(� \ �)sj , let us check the condition sisksj = sjsksi.

The validity of the condition for any triple of elements implies local threshold testability

of S. In opposite case S is not locally threshold testable.

The step has order O(n3).

Piecewise testability. The algorithm is based on the theorem 2:5 and lemma 2:6.
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� For any s 2 S let us �nd s!. We consider the sequence s, s2, ..., si,...sn. The idempotent

s! is equal to si such that si = si+1. If s! does not exist then the semigroup S is not

piecewise testable.

For given element s, the step is linear in the size of semigroup.

� For any pair s; t 2 S, let us check the condition (st)!s = t(st)! = (st)!. The validity of

the condition for any pair of elements implies piecewise testability of S. In opposite case

S is not piecewise testable.

The step has order O(n2).

The algorithm to verify the local threshold testability of the semigroup S has order O(n3) and

the algorithm to verify the piecewise testability of S has order O(n2).

4 Solution of Almeida problem

We consider the following problem 5 from the monograph of Almeida [1]:

"Is the semigroup pseudovariety de�ned by identities [ x2 = 0 = xyxzx; xy1:::ykxyk:::y1 =

0(k > 1) ] decidable in polynomial time?

Let us present an algorithm for checking this condition. We shall consider a binary relation

� on n-element semigroup S: a�b for a; b 2 S if for some c 2 S holds a = cbc

� Check the identities x2 = 0 = xyxzx.

� For any b; c 2 S, suppose b � cbc.

So we de�ne the relation � and let us �nd the transitive closure � of the relation �. For

this aim, we consider a directed graph with nodes from S where a! b i� a�b.

� for any node a

{ let us mark all nodes b such that a�b by the label 1.
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{ for any node x marked by 1, let us mark all nodes b such that x�b by label 2.

The process goes until there are edges with marked beginning and non-marked end.

� now a � b if the node b is labeled by some label and a �2 b if the node b is labeled by the

label 2.

Theorem 4.1 For any a; b 2 S, a �2 b i� a = c1:::ckbck:::c1 for some c1, ..., ck (k > 1). The

considered algorithm to verify the piecewise testability of the semigroup S has order O(n3) where

n is the size of S.

Proof. According the de�nition, a�b i� for some c holds b = cac. Therefore, a�b i� for some

c1; :::; ck we have b = c1:::ckack:::c1 and a�2b i� for some c1; :::; ck b = c1:::ckack:::c1 where k > 1.

This checking identities x2 = 0 = xyxzx needs at most n3 + n2 steps.

The process of labeling nodes for given node a is linear in the number of edges of the graph

because every edge is considered at most once. There are n2 edges in the worst case.

So the process of labeling nodes needs at most n3 steps.
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